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GENERAL HOUSEKEEPING

Please keep on your cameras where you can and especially in the breakout rooms.

Please be as interactive as possible using the chatbox and talking.

Please do ask any questions.

There will be breaks during the session.



AIMS OF THE SESSION

To recognise the different types of abuse suffered by children

To recognise the signs of abuse

To consider the legislation in relation to safeguarding children.

To understand your role in safeguarding children.



WHY IS SAFEGUARDING CHILDREN 
IMPORTANT?

• Maltreatment of children by their parents or other care givers is 
common and can result in death and serious injury 

Has long term consequences that can affect the child’s life into 
adulthood (Gilbert et al 2009).

Health issues include; mental health issues, obesity and speech and 
language issues(Alvarez et al 2004, Evans et al 2014,Norman et al 
2012)

• Child maltreatment is much higher than official stats suggest(May-
Chahal and Cawson 2005, Woodman et al 2012.



SAFEGUARDING 
OR CHILD 
PROTECTION?

Safeguarding is preventative and involves promoting 
the welfare of children by protecting them from harm 
and recognising the risks to their safety and security.

Safeguarding children is everyone’s responsibility.

Child protection is the activity of protecting children 
who are suffering or may be likely to suffer from 
significant harm as a result of abuse or neglect.

Child protection activities are usually completed by 
more specialist services such as social workers, health 
visitors, teachers. 



EXERCISE

What are your thoughts about the following situations?

Would you be worried?

What would you do?

A father that slaps his three year old son when he has been 
naughty.

A 16 year old boy who has a 28 year old girlfriend.

A mother with a toddler who has a bottle of wine before 
noon.

A four year old who has had to have all their teeth out due 
to tooth decay.

Have a discussion in your group. 



TYPES OF ABUSE

Physical Abuse

includes:

Slapping, Punching, kicking, hitting, 
burning.

Signs :

No explanation for injuries

Frequent injuries

Bruises, burns and scratches

Not seeking medical attention

Emotional Abuse

Includes

Making someone feel useless, 
domestic abuse, controlling behaviour.

Signs:

Low self esteem

Self harming

Fabricated and induced illness

Tearfulness and anger



TYPES OF ABUSE

Sexual AbuseNeglect

Including: Failure to thrive, obesity, 
failure to seek medical treatment. 

Signs:

Substance misuse.

Poor diet, poor appearance

Inadequate supervision

School attendance.

Including :Touching, rape, watching 
pornography

Signs:

Pregnancy and sexually transmitted 
infections

Inappropriate behaviour

Child Sexual Exploitation



DOMESTIC ABUSE

Domestic abuse is any type of controlling, bullying, threatening or 
violent behaviour between people in a relationship. It can seriously 
harm children and young people and witnessing domestic abuse is 
child abuse. It's important to remember domestic abuse:

can happen inside and outside the home

can happen over the phone, on the internet and on social networking 
sites

can happen in any relationship and can continue even after the 
relationship has ended

both men and women can be abused or abusers.



HARMFUL PRACTICES

They are a violation of human rights that put 
women’s and adolescents sexual and 
reproductive rights at great risk.

They can often reflect values that hold girls in 
low esteem and can become culturally 
normalised. 

This can then also make them difficult to detect 
and change due to issues around stigma, power 
and control within communities

. 

These include

Female Genital Mutilation

Forced Marriage

Child Marriage

Honour based violence. 



FEMALE GENITAL MUTILATION

FGM- It is a mandatory
duty for a regulated HCP to 
report any concerns that 
have about a female under 
18 yrs when it is disclosed or 
identified as part of NHS 
health care. 

What is FGM? 

Female genital mutilation 
(FGM), also known 
as female genital 
cutting and female 
circumcision, is the ritual 
cutting or removal of some 
or all of the external female 
genitia.



CHILD TRAFFICKING

Child trafficking and modern slavery are child abuse. Many children 
and young people are trafficked into the UK from other countries like 
Vietnam, Albania and Romania. Children are also trafficked around 
the UK.

Trafficking is where children and young people tricked, forced or 
persuaded to leave their homes and are moved or transported and 
then exploited, forced to work or sold.

Traffickers often groom children, families and communities to gain 
their trust. They may also threaten families with violence or threats. 
Traffickers often promise children and families that they'll have a 
better future elsewhere

https://www.nspcc.org.uk/what-is-child-abuse/types-of-abuse/grooming/


SAFEGUARDING CHILDREN LEGISLATION

The Children 
Act 1989: 

The Children 
Act 2004

The Sexual 
Offences Act 

2003

The Care Act 
2014 

The Children 
and Families 

Act 2014



YOUNG CARERS

A young carer is someone under 
18 who looks after a parent or another 
family member. They take on physical 
and emotional duties that adults usually 
handle. It can feel scary and isolating

All carers under the age of 18 have the 
right to have their support needs 
assessed and local authorities must help 
them care for a family member as best 
as they can.



SCENARIOS

A patient states that their neighbour’s 13 year old daughter is a great 
baby sitter as she is cheap and it means that they can have a night out 
more often.

A 2 month old baby attends with mum. The baby has a bruise on their 
arm and when asked, mum says she does not know how it happened.  

A 3 year old is 35 kg which is morbidly obese.  You notice from the 
Red Book that the child has put on 13 kg since last year.  Child was 
referred to dietician a year ago but did not attend.  

The patient you have got to know well discloses during a conversation 
that she experienced sexual abuse from her uncle when she was a 
child. She did not report this at the time as was scared to do so but 
says the family have dealt with it.       



SCENARIOS

A child attends with their aunt who brings her 4 year old child with her. 
The aunt’s child starts ‘messing around’ so she slaps them on the leg. 
The child cries for some time saying that it hurts and there is a visible 
bruise. 

While in the waiting area, you notice a young boy stealing some 
bread from another patient’s bag. The patient hasn’t noticed. You 
notice that the boy looks quite dirty and has long finger nails. He is 
often at the surgery as his mother has mental health issues.

The mother of a 10 day old baby keeps attending due to feeding 
issues. Clinically the child is well. The mother appears anxious and 
reports that she is feeling low.   

Parents attend clinic and you observe the father getting really angry 
at the mother because she forgot to bring the baby wipes.



WHAT TO DO?

RECOGNISE RESPOND REFER RECORD


